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Editor’s Note

When a needle falls into
a well, many people will
look into the well, but
only a few will be ready
to go down after it.
— AFRICAN PROVERB

I

t’s been a remarkable yet busy last few
weeks since our last Issue, much time of
which has been spent beyond the desk
and across the skies into new territories
across Africa.
As I share this note, I’ve had the all
exciting opportunity to explore different
destinations and cultures across the continent, but also reflect upon the successes of
what was indeed – the Greatest Show in
the World – Dubai Expo 2022. For 6 months, Dubai’s Expo site
and the city we too are domiciled, roared to life daily as throngs of
people from across the world entered its gates for experiences that
opened their eyes, hearts and minds to the best of what exhibiting
countries had to showcase in the trade, cultural, ecological and the
tourism space. From concerts by global entertainment icons bringing Expo visitors to their feet in song and dance, tastes of cuisines
from the world over and countless sessions and panel discourses that
elevated dialogue on regional and global issues among political figures, trade arms, entrepreneurs, creatives and others – Dubai will
forever hold onto hits indomitable ability to create the ultimate wow
factor in business, leisure and entertainment.
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The skies opened, as evidenced by the traffic in major
airports across the world. One can safely say that the anxiety
around migration in light of the global pandemic has subsided as more transportation modes and accommodations
began to enjoy an influx of bookings again. It has been an
honour to have been able to experience this for myself, having had the opportunity to touch down in Southern Africa,
French speaking West Africa and more recently – the east
– as we venture to explore and further weigh in on opportunities to interact with our people, grow networks and foster
impact through our work.
At Travel Essence Magazine we realise more so than ever
before, the role we are playing in telling the story of Africans
through the lens of travel, culture, conservation and entrepreneurship. The knowledge that even as we approach two
years of being in existence, we are yet to scrape the surface
of what compelling opportunities exist in and among our
people; those residing in the Middle East and across Africa,
challenges us to do more as we lead the charge in curated
story telling. We are truly elated to be a partner for many
brands in leisure and hospitality in telling their story of “why
them and why now?”
To our readers, thank you for continuing to trust us with
bringing you more on experiences within reach and those
on your bucket list. Wishing you a prosperous remainder of
the quarter ahead and here’s to telling more of our stories
our way. Do remember to show us some love by following
our social media channels, where we post links that will take
you to loads of exciting content on places to explore and
experience in Dubai, the wider UAE and region at large,
and across Africa.
Yours truly,
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The heartbeat of Africa
at Dubai Expo 2020:

Spotlight On Jah Prayzah
By Mucha Nyandoro

W

orld Expos have been running for
170 years, with the recently ended
Dubai edition being the first time
that every African country, and the
African Union, has had a physical
presence by way of individual pavilions. Investment and trade forums as well as national day
celebrations were the order of the day, reflecting the unwavering commitment from the UAE leadership to strengthen
the Africa trade corridor.
In the space of six months, I actively participated in
numerous conferences, events, and interviews, at the heart of
which has been the incredibly dynamic continent of Africa.
Naturally, with 54 spotlights cast on Africa alone, the parade
was competitive. Attracting investors and tourists, negotiating
trade, showcasing the diversity of resources, heritage, and
culture, amongst other strategic priorities, required vision,
planning and execution fitting of the high standards on-site.
As low-hanging fruit, it was therefore no surprise that
tourism and the creatives industries were showcased extensively
by African countries. Simply walking through most African
pavilions, one quickly encountered an array of vibrant images
and crafts. Some more progressive countries were showcasing
developments in Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) related sectors.
Feeding into African arts and culture, renowned music
artists such as Nigerian Davido, Fally Ipupa from Democratic
Republic of Congo, South African Mafikizolo and Zimbabwean Jah Prayzah delighted large audiences with the infectious
sounds of the Motherland. The heartbeat of Africa.
ZIMBABWEAN JAH PRAYZAH TAKES TO THE STAGE IN DUBAI
I took Jah Prayzah on a VIP tour of the iconic Views on Palm
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Jumeirah. I wanted to understand what performing at Dubai
Expo meant for him in the context of his upbringing, career
aspirations and national pride.
WHO IS JAH PRAYZAH?
Born on 4 July 1987 and formally known as Mukudzeyi
Mukombe, Jah Prayzah ‘JP’, is a talented musician, recording
artist and entertainer. He describes himself as a village boy
from Uzumba Maramba Pfungwe in Murehwa, a Mashonaland East district of Zimbabwe. JP was educated initially
in his hometown, Murehwa, and then went on to complete
his A-Levels in Kambuzuma, Harare. He grew up singing
in church and loved playing the Mbira (thumb piano), a
traditional Zimbabwe instrument. In 2007, he started recording his music professionally. It is from this backdrop that a
musical star was crafted. Fast-forward to 2022, where today
he has:
• 11 recorded albums under his belt,
• performed in various countries across the world
• amassed massive international fan base
• won several music awards.
WHAT ARE HIS FAMILY DYNAMICS?
JP is one of five children, two of whom sadly passed away.
His face lit up whenever he spoke of his parents. He was
quick to express a heartfelt gratitude that they remain alive
and a part of his journey, a fact he does not take for granted.
JP, the family man, talked of his beautiful wife and five
children. I asked if his children are musically inclined, and
he stated his first born has a song and video that has c.2
million views on YouTube. He also has an eight-year-old
daughter who plays the violin. Genetics clearly demonstrating
that the apple doesn’t fall far from the tree.
travelessencemag.com

WHERE DID HE LEARN TO BE LIKE THAT?
JP’s love for his vernacular, Shona, is evident both through his music and to-camera
pieces on his social media platforms. With
his passion for Shona, I was relieved that
we conducted our interviews in English,
as this article would have otherwise been a
very short article!
Put into context, he sings in Shona. His
sound is Zimbabwean. His music is laced
with traditional instruments such as mbira,
marimba, hosho and ngoma. Listen closely
enough and you may pick up slight stylistic
hints of artists who inspire him, namely
Oliver Mtukudzi, Thomas Mapfumo and
Marshall Munhumumwe.
HOW HAS HE RISEN TO FAME?
JP spoke of his humble beginnings with
a clear sense of unapologetic pride. His
humility came through as he described his
career perspectives. He states that he never
imagined he would reach the heights that
he has. His prayers some years ago, were
simply that his music would one day be
played on local radio.
JP then reflected on the release of his
album Mudhara Vachauya, which he believes cemented his credibility as an artist,
evidenced by a meteoric rise in his social
media numbers and fans attending his live
shows.
THEY SAY NUMBERS DON’T LIE, SO HOW
IS THIS AS A MEASURE OF JP’S SUCCESS?
Followers
Facebook | 1.1million followers
Instagram | 760k
Twitter | 248k
YouTube |470k
TikTok |103k
Top Viewership (YouTube)
Watora Mari ft Diamond Platnumz |16 million
Nziyo Yerudo ft Yemi Alade | 9.8 million
Dzamutsana | 9.4 million
Mukwasha | 8.6 million
My Lilly ft. Davido | 6.8 million
We can safely agree that JP has exceeded his
initial expectations by a long shot, with much
more to come, I am sure.
travelessencemag.com
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WHAT ROLE HAVE COLLABORATIONS PLAYED
IN JP’S SUCCESS?
JP’s music collaborations with big names in the
African music scene, have been instrumental to his
positioning as a star. He recalls his first big collaboration with Tanzanian award-winning recording
artist, Diamond Platnumz, currently featured on the
Netflix reality series, Young, Famous and African. JP
messaged Diamond Platnumz and introduced himself, with a request to collaborate on a song. He was
pleasantly surprised to receive a quick and positive
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response, and the rest is history. This collaboration
catapulted other joint music ventures with artists such
as Davido and Yemi Alade. I was unable to convince
Jah to disclose which Jamaican group he is currently
working with, but from the glint in his eyes, I could
tell the output is going to be epic.
I asked JP who he would like to work with in the
future and he declared Alicia Keys. He explained that
he admires her musicality and can picture singing
along with her, so Alicia, if you see this, please
collaborate with our Jah Prayzah, and thank me
afterwards for it?
travelessencemag.com

Mucha H Nyandoro | Chief of Tribe,
Professional Tribes
: https://bit.ly/ProTribesFacebook
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Mucha Nyandoro
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Instagram
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HOW IMPORTANT ARE PARTNERSHIPS
AND ENDORSEMENTS?
Almost every musician I have held court
with, will often reference the challenges of
being a creative and needing to be robust
with the business aspects of their industry.
Financing music and video production, studio time, and day-to-day living often create
pain points in the absence of reliable and
sustainable income streams. For JP, this is
where West Property Zimbabwe (Westprop)
comes in. Westprop is a leading property
development company in Zimbabwe led by
Chairman and CEO, Ken Sharpe. JP is a

brand ambassador for Westprop.
We discussed how this relationship
worked and put simply, he helps to gets
eyeballs onto the Westprop brand, driving
property sales. His agreement with the
developer has enabled JP to secure properties on favourable terms and currently
lives in one of their developments, in an
affluent area of Harare. From the village
to the suburbs, we joked, using the expression ‘takaenda, takaenda’, which loosely
translates to upward mobility.
As I observed the dynamic between
the Westprop leadership team and JP,
it became apparent that there is a deep
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investment in JP’s career that transcends business transactions.
Mentorship and a familial bond come with the package to the
extent that JP refers Ken Sharpe as his ‘mukoma’ (big brother).
Unlike a previous trip to Dubai, where JP performed at an
Africa music festival, thanks to the sponsorship of Westprop, he
was able to travel this time with his full band, complete with
vocalists and dancers, and boy, did they all set the Millennium
Amphitheater at Dubai Expo 2020 on fire!
WHAT ARE JP’S TOURISM TIPS?
JP’s favourite holiday destination in Zimbabwe is Victoria Falls
because the falls and wildlife are breathtaking. He suggests for
anyone wanting to ‘almost walk in the sky’, Nyanga would be
the place to visit. Mutarazi Falls and Kariba are also on his list
of hotspots. Like me, I trust you are picking up the water theme
here.
He contrasted the look and feel of Dubai to Zimbabwe and
was impressed, as one would expect, by the infrastructure and
beautiful architecture. He gave off a sense of awe talking to him
about the history of Dubai, the idea that from a vision, a city
such as this has been created in the desert. When all is said and
done though, he circles back to there being no place like home,
Zimbabwe.
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WAS JP’S ZIMBABWE DAY CONCERT SUCCESSFUL?
Absolutely! The Millennium Amphitheater at the Dubai
Expo 2020 site was full. There was an electric and infectious
atmosphere as his voice belted off the stage. Non Zimbabweans joined in as we all danced and some sang along
to his songs. JP and his band delivered an unforgettable
performance.
BACK TO DUBAI EXPO 2020
If I was to summarise the unprecedented and delightful
platform that Dubai Expo 2020 has been, I would say it has
made the world accessible to its 20 million plus visitors in
new and unexpected ways. We have listened to the rhythmic heartbeat of Africa – its music from Zimbabwe, DRC,
South Africa, Nigeria, but to name a few countries. We
have discovered how croton nuts create energy in Kenya.
We have tasted Ethiopia’s next big super-grain. We have
sampled chocolate from Ivory Coast. We have been exposed
to Gabon’s aerospace ambitions. We have learnt about
Ylang Ylang in the Comoros and its perfume industry. We
evidenced the ancient custom of sand drawings in Angola.
What we will likely remember most is how Expo made
us feel. It gave Africa dignity, for which we will always be
grateful.
travelessencemag.com
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Amalinda Lodge:

Inside The Ultimate
Granite Sanctuary
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Never one to shy away from an opportunity
to squeeze in moments of relaxation within a
hectic schedule, the top of March brought me
back to my beloved home country Zimbabwe
for a family celebratory reunion. This time
though, it would be a call to the City of Kings,
Bulawayo that would have us pack ourselves
and be on the move towards the region
of my birth – Matebeleland. I was looking
forward to a few nights on the invitation of a
dear new friend Sharon Stead, Co-owner of
the Amalinda Collection, a privately owned,
family run, safari and accommodation
company, who have conservation and
sustainability at the core of their brand ethos.
By Yvonne C Mtengwa

Replete with grey granite domes
and castle kopjes, plush greenery and
vast grasslands, the drive in was a
welcome reminder of the tranquillity
and majesty of untamed Africa, where
wildlife and birdlife species thrive in
prolific numbers. Famous for its healthy
population of endangered rhino, the
area is one of the most sought after
destinations within Zimbabwe, and so
I felt right at home, knowing that I was
home to reconnect with my loved ones
while appreciating the opportunity to
do so where the skies carry splendid
hues of pink and orange at sunrise, and
the calls of the wild include birds chirping for alarm clocks and baboon calls
to remind you of how far away you are
from the nearest of concrete jungles.

A

drive from Harare to Bulawayo is like journeying through time
as one takes in what seems to be small town Zimbabwe trapped
in a time capsule. Childhood memories came flooding my mind
as I remembered many of our road trips in my father’s Nissan
“box” Sunny from the capital, to the second largest city for a few
days with both sets of grandparents. For some reason, the drive felt
shorter, and that could easily be because the young maverick of a
brother of mine, now in his early 30s, was in the driver’s seat, with dad in the front and
mom and I in the back. The goal on this trip was to feed multiple birds from one basket;
popping in to see my 80 year old grandmother, taking a few nights out to recuperate and
celebrate dad’s 60th birthday ahead of the splash of a dinner party planned for him at
the weekend, and discover a little about one of our many UNESCO World Heritage
Sites – the Matopo Hills, located a mere 15-20 minute drive from Bulawayo city centre.
ARRIVAL AT A WILDERNESS OF GRANITE – AMALINDA LODGE
Aptly described as an African inspired refuge, where world class facilities effortlessly
harmonize with the cultural and spiritual energy, allure and unique beauty for which the
Matobo Hills is renowned and celebrated, our welcome by the team at Amalinda became an immediate escapism and full immersion into the wonderment of nature. This
exclusive safari lodge is not only located within the UNESCO World Heritage Site of
the Matobo Hills, but also sits near the oldest National Park in Zimbabwe, tucked away
into an ancient Bushman’s shelter.
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INSIDE YOUR GRANITE SANCTUARY
Amalinda Lodge is a compelling display of what can happen
human creativity is unleashed on the rawness of Africa’s unspoilt
wilderness. Each individual suite boasts walls that are intricately
constructed to incorporate the granite outcrops that make up the
terrain. Poster beds nestle you for a cosy night’s sleep under your
thatched roof, and your shower or bathtub awards you an opportunity to relax amidst the earthiness of your stone surroundings.
Copper accents, wooden fixtures, wrought iron furniture pieces,
woven textures and tapestries all come together in a welcoming design aesthetic, creating a harmonious medley of craftsmanship and
sheer respect for the natural surroundings on which the lodge sits.
Rooms were rustic and in every way infused within our surroundings, with each thatched chalet endowed with décor that is remnant
of the local Ndebele culture, from curtain swags made of beadwork
and cow hide shields hanging on the walls. The lofty poster bed in
my suite was a standout welcoming fixture with fluffy pillows and
crisp linen to match. Fully equipped with an indoor and outdoor
shower, coffee making station with an array of tea blends and cookie jars filled with freshly made treats, plenty of space to even roll out
a yoga mat if you feel like it and an outdoor seating space to enjoy
views of the rock filled grasslands below, Amalinda Lodge is every
bit a relaxing sanctuary that awards one to enjoy the rolling hills of
time at leisure – be it alone or with loved ones.
And then there’s the iconic granite pool area. There’s simply
travelessencemag.com
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nothing like it. With a natural granite
basin functioning as its base, and the
flow of crystal blue waters over its
edges, the pool gives an illusion of
endlessness as you take a relaxing dip
with the backdrop of granite boulders
and more greenery melting into the
horizon.
Spa moments are blissful, as there
are few places, where you can lie beneath a canopy of rocks that emanate
an energy which is almost tangible.
The mystical spirituality that the Matobo Hills envokes brings with it a refined
calm, refreshing and rejuvenating the
soul, and Amalinda Lodge’s Safari Spa
team enhances this feeling of well-being through an enviable offering of
restorative treatments.
THINGS TO GET UP TO IN
MATOPO HILLS
On my list of activities I wanted to get
up to, I had long heard about the thrilling chase of tracking the endangered
rhinos and so I was particularly excited
to note as I planned my trip, that the
Matobo Hills is one of the last bastions
where both the black and white rhinos
do thrive. On the morning of our
rhino track, we drove into the park by
game drive open truck, before setting
off into the Matebebeland savannah
on foot, on the guidance of our spirited
and knowledgeable guide. It was only
a matter of a few minutes before we
spotted four behemoth rhinos, grazing
from the abundant grasses. What a
sight to behold!
Immerse yourself in the history of
a people that inhabited these lands an
estimated forty thousand years ago,
living in the caves and crevices carved
out of these rocks. It is believed that the
“San” people are Zimbabwe’s earliest
inhabitants, and proof of this era is
found in some of the rampant rock
paintings that still stand today, painted
from special pigments and natural
minerals.
A leisurely hike with a guide can
also take you up to the “World’s
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view”, a scenic viewpoint that awards you vistas of the Maleme Dam below. It is
also where the burial site of Cecil John Rhodes is located, the story of explorer
Rhodes of which is strongly etched in Zimbabwe’s history. Black and white rhinos, as well as leopards can be spotted in their numbers in the area, and there are
an array of camping and picnic spots well managed by the local National Parks
teams.
THE AMALINDA SAFARI COLLECTION
Amalinda Lodge may be the flagship property within the wider Amalinda Safari
Collection, however guests will be delighted to note that there are three additional
luxury and intimate safari camps and lodges to choose from within the Hwange
National Park and Matobo National Park. A stay at any one of Amalinda Lodge,
Ivory Lodge, Khulu Bushcamp and Tuskers Campsite, each offer distinctive
experiences that connect you with Zimbabwe’s untamed flora and fauna.

To learn more about
more about the
Amalinda Safari
Collection visit https://
www.amalindacollection.
com/about-us/

The Museum
Of The Future:

Dubai’s Newest Architectural
Masterpiece And An Icon For The Ages
20 |
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The Museum of the
Future is a message of
hope … a global scientific
platform ... and an
integrated institutional
framework to shape a
better future for all of us.
— HIS HIGHNESS SHEIKH MOHAMMED
BIN RASHID AL MAKTOUM, VICE
PRESIDENT AND PRIME MINISTER OF
THE UAE AND RULER OF DUBAI

D

ubai’s newest iconic
landmark – The Museum of the Future
– opened in February
and has well become
recognised as a hallmark for architectural
excellence, and an
incubator for global
thinkers and innovators to present their bold ideas for
future advancement in science, research and development.
In easy view as one approaches Dubai’s Downtown
area from Sheikh Zayed Road, and bringing to the
world a new message of hope for all humankind, the
77-metre-tall architectural marvel provides the largest
platform in the region to study, envision and design the
future, positioning itself as a novel scientific and intellectual centre where the brightest talents in the fields
of science, technology, research and innovation will
converge to discover solutions for tomorrow’s world.
The Museum will unfold futuristic exhibitions, and
is a remarkable addition to the world’s most important
landmarks and icons. It is considered an unparalleled
architectural masterpiece thanks to its pioneering engineering design that stands ahead of its time and a feat
that is synonymous with Dubai’s unsurpassed skyline.
A NEW INTERNATIONAL
ARCHITECTURAL BENCHMARK

travelessencemag.com
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ture also represents a novel global
intellectual centre. It is a “living”
laboratory designed to foster a spirit
of collaborative innovation among
leading scientists to inspire new outof-the-box solutions to tomorrow’s
greatest challenges and spur a new
era of scientific discovery in the
region and beyond.

From an architectural perspective, the museum is an engineering marvel. It is
the most streamlined building in the world with no sharp corners on its external
structure, redefining modern architecture through the use of novel tools and
technologies.
Constructed using the “parametric design” model, a three-dimensional technology based on advanced technical design that works by entering data and
parameters for the building to be designed, the stainless-steel facade of
the museum consists of 1,024 panels over an area of 17,600 square meters. The facade panels were produced using automated robotic arms in a
first in the region, with each panel consisting of 4 layers, and requiring a
16-step process to produce. Each panel was installed individually, with the
installation period for the external facade lasting more than 18 months.
The museum is accessed via two bridges, the first of which extends to
the buildings of Jumeirah Emirates Towers with a length of 69 metres,
and the second connects it to the Emirates Towers metro station with a
length of 212 metres. The museum is fed with 4,000 megawatts of electricity that is produced through solar energy using solar panels connected
to the museum.
ILLUMINATED BY 14,000 METRES OF LIGHTS
The facade of the Museum of the Future is illuminated by 14,000 metres
of light lines and is decorated with inspirational quotes from His Highness
Sheikh Mohammed’s poetry in Arabic calligraphy, making it the only building
in the world whose entire façade is adorned using the art of calligraphy. The
engraved writing on the steel facade is designed using advanced glass manufactured with new technologies specifically to improve the quality of interior
lighting and exterior thermal insulation.
A ROADMAP FOR DUBAI'S FUTURE
The Museum of the Future will present a clear roadmap for Dubai and the
UAE’s future, through which all vital sectors stand to benefit from future economic, developmental, scientific and humanitarian opportunities.
In addition, the Museum of the Future will be a major laboratory for governmental and non-governmental entities and institutions in Dubai, as well as
a factory for ideas and perspectives to understand, design and build the future.
Further, the museum aims to build a network of partnerships with major
scientific and research institutions and centres in the world in order to host and
promote in-depth dialogues about future trends shaping various developmental, economic, scientific, technological and humanitarian sectors.
Spanning an area of 30,000 square metres, the seven-storey pillarless struc-
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THREE MAIN ELEMENTS
The Museum of the Future consists
of three main elements: the hill or
plateau from which the building
rises, the external design of the
building, and the exhibitions of the
Museum.
The Museum employs the latest
technologies in virtual and augmented reality, big data analysis, artificial
intelligence and human machine interaction to answer many questions
related to the future of humanity,
cities, societies and life on Earth, all
the way to outer space; featuring a
multi-use hall that accommodates
more than 1,000 people, and its
sections include a special hall for
interactive lectures and workshops
that can accommodate more than
345 people.
It also includes innovation laboratories for health, education, smart
cities, energy and transportation, a
permanent museum of future innovations, and laboratories to generate
and test new ideas, especially in developmental areas related to critical
social challenges.
AN EXPERIENTIAL JOURNEY
The Museum of the Future takes its
visitors on an experiential journey
that transports them to the year
2071, which coincides with the centenary of the founding of the UAE.
The journey takes visitors from a
universal to a personal realm, based
on an approach that emphasises the
importance of one's connection to
the universe within the framework
of a relationship of mutual influence, and promotes the principle of
each individual's role in shaping
the future.
travelessencemag.com
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10 Reasons
Why You
Should
CheckOut Sal
Island,
Cape
Verde

A travel lover in endless pursuit of adventure, I had the opportunity
to visit Sal, Cape Verde, after having heard plenty about it, and keen
to discover more for myself. Looking back, I must say, it was truly a
magical experience and is quite literally one of those places that I
wouldn’t think twice before coming back. I encourage anyone to visit
this dreamy island on the West African coast.
By Jasmine Sjöberg Sidibe
24 |
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L

ittle is shared by mainstream
media on Cape Verde, islands
deemed relatively poor in
natural resources, with little
arable land from which the locals can grow food. However,
this destination has a long-standing history of
having achieved political and economic stability, making it a safe and favourable destination
popular with Europeans looking to escape
winter temperatures.
Lying approximately 500km from the coast
of West Africa, the former Portuguese colony
is made up of 10 islands and five islets, with
most characterised by mountainous landscapes. Sadly, due to extensive emigration
over decades past, more people with origins
in Cape Verde have chosen to live outside the
country in pursuit of greener pastures, but
that’s not to say there aren’t any opportunities for trade and tourism on these islands.
In fact, direct remittances from tourism and
the people of Cape Verde living abroad are
said to contribute quite a good bit to the local
economy.
And so, after my own trip to Sal, an experience that awarded me the opportunity to
discover for myself what intrigue the colony
of islands carried, here are my 10 reasons why
you should visit Sal, (Portuguese for "salt"),
one of the islands that are a part of Cape
Verde:
1. The clear Ocean and the vast white
beaches
The scenery blew me away. Sal island might
have one of the most beautiful beaches in
the world, and is a tourist destination with
white sandy beaches year-round sunshine. It
is one of the three sandy eastern islands of
the Cape Verde archipelago, and has a warm,
local community to thank for certainly taking
good care of their surroundings as they are all
about environmental protection and cleanliness.
2. A safe destination for the entire
family
Safety is of utmost importance for any traveller, and for me, Sal certainly felt very safe. I
was told the crime rates were incredibly low,
making it an ideal destination for children
and families. There were security guards at
every corner and tourists are well looked after.
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Also, in this era of travel during a global
pandemic, you’ll be happy to note that
there isn't any shortage of essential products, including hand sanitiser for utmost
protection as you discover what the island
has to offer.
3. Wide open spaces
Whether it has anything to do with having
been locked down for so long during the
global pandemic or not, I definitely experienced a strong sense of freedom and
space like I had never before. No place
was overcrowded, and this isn't a place
where tourism and commercialisation has
taken over and robbed the destination of
its authenticity. You can certainly enjoy a
lot of peace and tranquillity from all the
wide-open spaces available before you.
4. An array of entertaining activities
Despite being a small island, I was
surprised by the number of activities you
could do such as scuba diving, kite and
windsurfing, horse riding, turtle touring,
and the list goes on. Everything was easily
accessible, and booking was a breeze. It's
a great way to support the local businesses
too, and, since they are very professional,

it was well worth it!
5. Sunshine guaranteed
As alluded to before, the weather is
fantastic as the sun is always shining. This
is the right spot to get that much-needed
tan and vitamin D dose. Be sure to use
sunscreen though, as the sun can get quite
hot during your stay.
6. Beautiful resorts and hotels
everywhere
Sal is full of fantastic and unique places
to stay, from private villas and apartments
to bigger hotels and resorts Furthermore,
they have some very interesting residential
building projects coming up, so I will be
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Jasmine Sjöberg Sidibe is a creative international
model, artist, and travel lover. Follow her on :
@jasminesidibe to see more of her
travel adventures.

on the look out to see what’s new in the coming years.
7. Fascinating culture with a lot of dance and performance history
Sal has a rich and captivating history to discover. Their
culture is deeply enriched with music and creative expression
through dance. You will find just about every corner occupied
by someone playing music. Do you love Zumba? If so, this
is the place to be as dancing is seemingly a part of the daily
lifestyle. You can join dance activities any time of the day.
8. A romantic destination for lovers hailing from far
and wide
Yes, this is the place for honeymoons and love stories. Cape
Verde is romantic, to say the least. From an abundance of
palm trees to pristine beaches and the vibrant colours of the
sky, buildings and the culture, the atmosphere invokes a spirit
of romanticism for those looking for a dreamy escape with
their special someone.
9. Coastal means fresh catches at any time of day
Do you love seafood? Then Cape Verde is for you. Lobster is
on the menu everywhere and there are plenty of seafood options. The freshness is undeniable since it is coming directly
from the ocean every day. If it is a fresh catch you are after,
you will be spoilt for choice.
10. An affordable destination for every pocket
I had the feeling that you could find any price range depending on where you were located. Generally, the more touristic
the place, the pricier. As with any travels, doing your research
and being organised will also help you keep more money in
your pocket. Also, it’s always advisable to ask the locals as
they are sure to offer the best budget-friendly options for the
more cost conscious.
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Discovering Ghana’s
Great Outdoors One
Adventure At A Time
Ghanaian born Selorm Ernest Sosu has always loved showcasing
his country to the outside world. He does more of discovery
through exploration and adventure, mostly daring to go solo
backpacking. Today, he marvels at how a decision to journey
across more of West Africa’s “Land of Gold” has taken him around
Ghana more than 70 times. He has climbed mountains, sailed
waters to far away villages, trekked hidden pathways that can
only be reached on foot and revealing villages unknown to most,
camped in nature, and biked near streams and rivers, and today,
carries many a story to tell on Ghana’s great outdoors.

S

elorm is a passionate freelance traveling
photographer with years of rich history
soaked in about Ghana from his many adventures. From the Ancestral sites of great
Kings and Queens to the caves of mystical
evil forests often described in Ghanaian
folklore, Selorm stands ready to take adventurers
willing to travel with him on a historical and traditional landmark tour that may have been long forgotten.
He is confident of this: that an experience off Ghana’s
beaten track will awaken the African Spirit in you.

The curious call to photojournalism

“The sights and sounds of Ghana will answer many
unanswered questions of your roots and quest to uncover the truth about our past,” he says, when asked
why one must consider an adventure across Ghana’s
wilder terrains, before addressing how he got started
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in photography.
“The quest to venture into the adventure photojournalism scene dates back to more than 10 years ago, when
I sought to understand how people in the rural areas live
their lives,” add Serlom.
“Camping is one unique experience that you need
bravery to do, especially if you are camping alone or even
in a group and the group have no camping experience.
In my case, I’m privileged to have now gone camping
all over Ghana, and each time is as fun and exciting as
the one before. I get to enjoy leaving the stressful city life
behind to take in nature and peaceful environments out
in the middle of nowhere,” he asserts.
But living the adventurous life as a solo backpacker
means that one has to know or at least try to learn a little
about survival skills. A conversation with Serlom on what
makes him tick became a window to understand what
fascinates him about the world of exploring Ghana.
travelessencemag.com

To connect with Serlom, follow
him on Facebook, Instagram,
Pinterest, LinkedIn under handles
@DetravelingFotografa
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More on Serlom’s journey

“I describe myself as a solo backpacking freelance traveling photojournalist with great experience in camping
and hiking; originally from the Volta Region of Ghana
but born in the Capital town of Ghana,” cites Serlom,
who goes on to assert how his experience in camping has
garnered him significant acclaim among local adventure
enthusiasts.
“I’d say my love for photography dates way back to
early 1995 in my upper primary years. I remember saving to buy my own camera and eventually going round
the area taking photos of anything I set my eyes on. And
in those days, we had the analog type of camera, which I
still have, together with some of the negative films. This
is when my passion drove me to learn photography in
university,” he says.
He credits having been born in the city to his quest
to know how those in the rural areas or poverty stricken
villages live, a journey of which has since challenged
him to venture into a world of the unknown, learning
how to become what is now commonly referred to as
an adventure photographer. Serlom believes photography has given him the mouthpiece to tell his story as a
freelance traveler and explorer and is keen to develop his
skills further.
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Serlom’s take on what’s to
see in Ghana

“My online presence goes by the name
of “Detraveling Fotografa” – and we call
our tales of exploration across the nation
“Ghana Uncovered.” Ghana has lot of
beautiful places yet to be explored, with
beautiful waterfalls in different places,
pristine beaches with resorts built along the
coast to wet one’s appetite for a good feel
of the ocean, and fresh food to welcome
you back from enjoying the ocean,” Serlom
says.
He also adds that his favourite places to
camp so far have been the coastal part of
the Volta Region, Keta specifically, Aburi in
Ghana’s eastern region, Wli Waterfalls near
Hohoe, also in the Volta Region, Axim in
Ghana’s western, circling back to Ada in
the Greater Accra region
“In my opinion, the best place for safaris
is in the northern part of Ghana, however
there is more that Ghana has to over than
its beautiful landscapes. We also pride
ourselves in offering unique cultural experiences, with our share of festivals based
on historical moments of significance or
seasons of the year. For example, there is
the Hogbetsotso which is celebrated by the
Ewes in the Volta Region in remembrance
of their immigration to their current
location. The Homowo Festival is said to
shame hunger during the drought in the
Ga land by the people of Ga in the Greater
Accra region,” he shares.
Ghana indeed does boast one of the
most unique arts and cultural landscapes,
with many who have some knowledge of
Ghana, viewing the Adenkra symbols for
example, as the first that come to mind of
anyone who has taken an interest in the
country’s history, noting that this particular
symbol is a basic way of communication
that is expressed through clothing and way
of dressing. Examples include types of
clothes used when a chief is installed and
some of these include Kente, Fugu just
to mention a few, and are also displayed
during festival or naming ceremonies.

beyond Ghana, going hiking or camping in other countries
across Africa including Kenya, Uganda, Cameroon, Botwana,
Zimbabwe, Rwanda, Gambia and Madagascar,” says Serlom.
When asked what advice he has to share for novices in the
solo hiking and camping space, he is quick to say, “It's a brave
warrior’s path of discovery and it's embroidered by knowledge! Solo camping is a game of wits and tests your patience,
endurance and perseverance in countless ways, while simultaneously challenging you to become more in tune with what
resides within.”

Serlom on planned adventures beyond Ghana
“I’ve had the opportunity to go camping
in Burkina Faso near towns called Dakola
and Po. I do have on my radar to venture
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The All Africa
Bucket List:

10 Must-See Natural
Wonders In Africa
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YOU’VE SEEN THE VIVID IMAGES; SWEEPING
LANDSCAPES WITH ACACIA OR BAOBAB
TREES DOTTED ACROSS GRASSY TERRAINS,
THAT STRIKING SHOT OF A LEOPARD IN A
TREE OR LION STALKING ITS PREY, MOUNT
KILIMANJARO’S SNOW-CAPPED SUMMIT
OR THE APTLY NAMED TABLE MOUNTAIN
THAT MELTS INTO CRASHING OCEAN
WAVES BELOW. PERHAPS IT’S THE ORANGE
SAND DUNES OF SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA’S
DESERTS OR PRISTINE AZURE WATERS OFF
OUR ABUNDANT COASTLINES. MAKE NO
MISTAKE; BEYOND THE RICH DIVERSITY OF
OUR CULTURES, ARTISTIC EXPRESSIONS THAT
TELL TALES OF HERITAGE AND SOUNDS THAT
BRING FORTH AN EXCITING RHYTHM – AFRICA
IS ENDOWED WITH MAGIC THAT ONE MUST
EXPERIENCE TO EMBELLISH IT.

B

ut because we are big on
spotlighting the stuff that’s
truly unforgettable, why
not drop a little reminder
of why Africa, bringing
you our take on the “all
Africa bucket list”. And
so with that, should you
be looking to reconnect with the magic of nature
and immerse yourself in the spiritedness of
creation – check out our selection of 10 must-see
natural wonders in Africa

1. BEHOLD THE SMOKE THAT
THUNDERS – THE MIGHTY VICTORIA
FALLS, ZIMBABWE AND ZAMBIA

Bordering Zimbabwe and Zambia in Southern
Africa, Victoria Falls is the largest falling curtain
of water in the world, measuring over 1700m in
width with an estimated 500 million litres of water cascading into the gorge per minute. There’s
truly nothing like it, and you can feel its spray
from several miles away during its peak season.
Lush riverine forests surround mystical walk ways
that take you right to the face of the falls for an
experience that connects you to the power of
life’s integral components – water.
travelessencemag.com
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2. THE FIERY MOUNT NYIRAGONGO,
DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE
CONGO
A lesser known attraction, but significant
all the same, Mount Nyiragongo is one for
the dare-devil adventurers who want to
explore an active volcano, famous for also
housing the biggest lava lake in the world.
The volcano’s slopes are steep and lava is
very fluid, thus carefully monitored, even
though the last eruption tool place in 2002.
3. TAKE IN THE SCENIC BLYDE RIVER
CANYON, MPUMALANGA,
SOUTH AFRICA
We bet you didn’t know that Blyde River
Canyon is the third largest canyon in the
world, boasting and impressive lush scenery
of more than 1,000 flora species that
create what one of the most picturesque
landscapes one will ever set their eyes on.
Located in Mpumalanga Nature Reserve
in South Africa, Blyde River Canyon is
in fairly close proximity to the renowned
Kruger National Park, a haven for wildlife
and sits on the Greater Drakensberg
escarpment, covering a whopping 29 000
hectares from the cooler highlands down
to the hotter and drier lowveld at the Blyde
Dam. Do tack on game viewing in the
nearby Kruger, or adventure sports like
white water rafting, abseiling for fly-fishing
for your adventures in Mpumalanga.
4. STRIKING ORANGE DUNES OF THE
NAMIB DESERT, NAMIBIA
It’s coastal, stretching along Namibia’s
Atlantic shoreline, and is one of the oldest
and largest deserts in the world, also sweeping across part of Angola and South Africa.
Temperatures are arid, but a visit there
will still avail you an opportunity to view
some diverse game and plant life that have
adapted to the conditions here, including
desert elephants, rhinos, lions and jackals
in the Namib’s north. The Namib Desert
is also home to the Elim Dune, the famous
Dune 45 and Big Daddy Dune in the
Sossusvlei area – in the southern part of
the desert where adventures take to drives
across the desert, taking in the 5 million
year old surrounding sands that form the
surrounding landscape.
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5. WONDER DOWN THE AVENUE
OF THE BAOBABS, MENABE,
MADAGASCAR
A particularly compelling site to an unmissable group of grandidiers baobabs that
stand on a dirt road between Morondava
and Belon'i Tsiribihina in Western Madagascar’s Menabe region. Considered one
of the most visited areas in the region, so
much that conservation efforts have been
in full effect since the late 2000s, with Madagascar’s Ministry of Environment, Water
and Forests granting it temporary protected status. If you are a tree lover, then the
Avenue of Baobabs will garner you that
perfectly instagrammable shot!
6. SNOW PEAKS IN THE AFRICAN
SAVANNAH AT MOUNT KILIMANJARO
Hardly an easy one to conquer for the
hiking traveller but totally doable – even
for the climbing novice. Tanzania’s Mount
Kilimanjaro stands at an imposing 5885 m
(19 308 ft) above sea level, is the highest mountain in Africa and the highest
free-standing mountain in the world. You’ll
find it interesting to note that this too is a
volcano, composed of three distinct cones.
Striking glaciers at the mountain’s peak can
be seen from the flat savannah grasslands
beneath – definitely an image worth remembering.
7. WILD ENCOUNTERS WITH NATURE
AT SERENGETI NATIONAL PARK,
TANZANIA
It’s raw, wild and epitomizes the essence of
untamed Africa. Teeming with thousands
of species of flora and fauna, the Serengeti
is the home of the Great Migration and a
UNESCO world heritage site for obvious
reasons. Beyond the incredible luxury
camps and lodges, with some a little more
friendly on the pocket, a stay in the Serengeti puts you on the pulse of the majesty of
creation, and the breathtaking landscapes
that have set the scene for countless movies.
Whether you want to go on safari in an
open truck or take to the skies in a hot
air balloon – whatever you pick is for an
encounter with wildlife, you’ll be spoilt for
choice of species to see here.

travelessencemag.com
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8. A MESMERIZING OPTICAL
ILLUSION AT MAURITIUS’ UNDERWATER FALLS
Except it’s not really a waterfall but
an illusion of it, visible from above
the water’s surface and on the southwestern coast of the Mauritius Island
in a place called Le Morne Peninsula. Unique under-the-sea topography
formed by sand and silt sediments,
creates harmonious shades of blue
which look very much like water
plummeting into a deep abyss, 4000
meters into the sea. Views of Le
Morne Peninsula are sure to take
your breath away in a spectaculae
showcase of nature’s process.

9. AFRICA’S FLAT TOPPED
TABLE MOUNTAIN, SOUTH
AFRICA
Easily the most photographed
landmark in South Africa, Table
Mountain and its surrounding
areas are home to the region’s
most distinctive plant life, nestled within rolling hills, winding
pathways and pristine views
with each bend. A cable car
takes visitors to its summit where
they can see the cosmopolitan
city down below, which offers
residents and guests everything
from adrenaline filled activities
on the ocean’s surface down
below, sheer relaxation in the
renowned winelands and the
pulse of a city that rarely sleeps
through its host of hotels, cafes,
bistros and cultural hubs. Aptly
named after its table-like flat top
peak Table Mountain eaches
1,086 m above sea level, and is
as imposing as much as it is welcoming because of its proximity
the city and the sea.
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10. THE SUPER CORALS OF
THE RED SEA REEF - EGYPT,
SUDAN AND ERITREA.
Probably less spoken about, but
one still considered one of the
Seven Wonders of Africa, the
Red Sea, an inlet of seawater
in the Indian Ocean where
Asia and Africa meet, occupies
169,000 square miles and is
home to over a 1000 species of
invertebrates, among countless
other species of marine life.
Red Sea Reef is a diver’s dream
featuring a unique abundance of
lagoons, cylinders and platforms
that stretch along the 2000km
of almost untainted coastlines
of Egypt, Sudan, and Eritrea.
It’s a natural wonder because it
is the third largest reef ecosystem in the world, and would
need for you to book a boating
or diving trip to experience its
sheer beauty and see the 1000s
of unique species of aquatic life
that inhabit these waters.
Often asked the question of
which is the best destination to
explore in Africa, we propose
that the answers truly lie in what
one is looking for. Africa’s power
lies in its people and a host of
compelling things and ideas,
including its abundant lands
beyond the cityscapes, and the
wealth of its natural resources.
Our continent’s wonders are
plentiful, and it would take
forever and day to unpack them
all. So why not start by working
your way down this list, and
see how many you can conquer
as part of your lifetime travel
bucket list!

travelessencemag.com
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Tongole Wilderness Retreat:

Tranquillity And Conservation Strength
In Malawi’s Nkhotakota Game Reserve
As soon as Malawi comes off the UK’s travel red-list, I book my flight. Triple-vaccinated
and super excited, I arrive to a warm welcome at Tongole Wilderness Retreat, located in
the heart of the Nkhotakota Game Reserve. This is a tranquil, idyllic venue set among the
verdant miombo woodland. The private deck of my suite is meters above the Bua River; a
lofty vantage from which to ‘green bathe’ – that is observe nature while breathing deeply
and allowing all my pre-travel stress to ebb away.
By Renette Hartridge

M

y river-view suite is impressive
– not only for its cool expansiveness but for its delightful
decadence that features an
oversized handcrafted bathtub. I say 'bathtub,’ but this is more like an
indoor cocktail plunge pool – and big enough
for two.
Having worked (virtually) with the passionate Tongole team for the past year, I am
highly motivated and excited to experience
the retreat myself. Tio Kalanga-Kaluwa, the
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sales, marketing, and reservations manager
for Tongole, hosts me, offering an inside
track but also providing some much-needed
camaraderie.
ABOUT THE RETREAT AND TONGOLE
FOUNDATION
Tongole Wilderness Retreat is an exclusive
nature lodge, with just five open-fronted
suites, all overlooking the permanent Bua
River which is a magnet for wildlife.
The retreat has a decade behind it of
travelessencemag.com
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welcoming guests and is the recipient of multiple
awards, winning honors for its ecologically considered operations and its indelible community
impact.
Tongole is a ‘not for profit’ retreat, conceived
to honor the legacy of Vitu Kalanga, a wellloved young Malawian who was determined to
use his British education to benefit his countrymen.
At the time of his tragic death at just 16,
he was the boyfriend of a fellow student. The
Kalanga and Cole families forged a bond over
his loss and now co-manage the Tongole Foundation, a UK-registered children’s education
charity.
GRASS ROOTS CONSERVATION
I wake up at sunrise to the fragrance of freshly
ground Malawian Mzuzu coffee and the chorus
of birdsong. My next three days are a series
of mini-adventures on the river and on foot as
we explore the 1,974-km2 reserve managed by
African Parks.
African Parks has a three-pronged approach
in the Nkhotakota Wildlife Reserve: of law
enforcement, environmental education and enterprise initiatives that are building long-lasting
value for the local communities.
Since 2015 African Parks has re-introduced
500 elephants and 2,000 other species. The
aim is to restore Nkhotakota through additional
re-introductions of endemic species such as black
rhino, lion, and leopards.
A RIVER RUNS THROUGH IT
The retreat's alfresco relaxation area offers a
front-row seat onto a parade of animal and birds
by the river. Canoe safaris are available from
April through to December and typically last for
two hours, with a refreshment pit stop halfway
through.
Imagine for a second the warm sun on your
cheeks and the summer surround-soundtrack of
dragonflies, birdsong and the whisper of the oars
dipping in water; trickling freshwater tributaries
attract thirsty antelope.
From the central vantage of the canoe, our
eyes scan and are rewarded with elephants playfully wrestling a tug of war with their trunks, and
a flotilla of adorable, squeaking baby crocodile.
Nkhotakota Wildlife Reserve is a mecca for
birdwatchers: In 2021, Birdlife International
declared the park an important bird area, with
more than 280 species recorded and 20 on the
International Union for Conservation of Nature
(IUCN) Red List of threatened species.
I can vouch for the incredibly rich birdlife!
travelessencemag.com
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To learn more about Tongole Wilderness
Retreat and Tongole Foundation, visit
reservations@tongole.com
https://tongole.com/
https://www.instagram.com/tongolewr/

Whilst canoeing, four Fulvous whistling
ducks are decimated by a harrier hawk’s
aerial predatory precision. If that is not
enough excitement, a lizard buzzard
snatches a recoiling snake from the
riverbank. One minute the gentle breeze
is rippling on the surface of the river and
the next minute it is like a scene from
a National Geographic Wild programme.
FROM THE KITCHEN
The food at Tongole is delicious, scoring
consistent rave reviews on TripAdvisor.
Chef Paul’s kitchen craftsmanship is unpretentiously wholesome, seasonal and,
where possible, locally sourced: from the
lightly grilled and spiced Kapansa lake
salmon to the decadent Malawian black
cherry pie, served with vanilla ice-cream and all made from scratch onsite.
In the afternoons, Tio and I sunbathe
and enjoy exotic cocktails by the poolside.
Tongole's entire team is super-attentive;
I name-check Johan and Gideon, who
deliver effortlessly friendly service.
Sunsets blaze across the skyline and,
as Venus rises, we gather for dinner, comparing notes around a cracking campfire
under an infinite canopy of African stars.
THE TONGOLE FOUNDATION SCHOOLS VISIT
The motto of the Tongole Foundation is
‘A child without education is like a bird
without wings’.
On my last day at the retreat, Bentry
Kalanga, the CEO (and also Vitu and
Tio’s father) joins us for a visit to the
three schools that benefit from the
Tongole Foundation children’s education
charity.
Funds from the foundation have been
used for vital repairs to classrooms and
school buildings, mending drainage, and
school roofs, installing solar and toilet
blocks as well as the new school build.
The foundation works with the Chankhokwe F.P. School, the Mwalawatongole F.P. School, and the Chilimani F.P.
School, the latter having been built from
scratch.
We are welcomed in the shade of
trees and received like visiting digni-
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taries. It is the school holidays, but all three
schools field a grand welcoming committee,
comprising the principle, deputy principle,
village elders, representatives from the parent
association, teachers, and the schoolchildren
themselves.
Bentry and Tio are regarded like rock
stars. It is an extremely moving experience
and I have a heightened appreciation
and regard for the Tongole Foundation.
It is not an overstatement to say that the
foundation's ongoing support is critical to
the success and survival of these schools'
guardians and the education of the schoolchildren, who are desperately hungry for
knowledge and the opportunity for self-advancement.

IT’S A WRAP
The Nkhotakota is not a reserve where, right
now, you go to checklist a Big-Five game
experience. However, from the tangible comforts of Tongole you experience grass roots
conservation that features wildlife that is still
adapting to human interaction and is integral
to the restoration and protection of Malawi’s
rich biodiversity.
Pristine, lesser-trodden tranches of
well-managed wildernesses like Nkhotakota
are still unsullied by over-tourism, and the
Tongole Foundation is both dependent on,
and optimistic for, the support of altruistic,
socially conscientious, and sustainable travellers in a post-pandemic world.
travelessencemag.com
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The Unique
Charm Of A
Safari Upon
Water On
The Sovereign
By Kim Sparrow
Images: David Rodgers
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We have to stop speaking about the earth
being in need of healing. The earth doesn’t
need healing. We do. It is our task to rediscover
ourselves in nature. To understand this is to
understand the significance of what we need to
do if we are to restore the lost balance.
— DR IAN MCCALLUM

W

e seem to return
to our roots when
we feel the need
to heal. The
elements of earth
resonate with our elements within,
awakening parts of ourselves we have
allowed to become dormant. There is
something about nature that we seem
to innately understand, an age-old
wisdom communicated through the
wilderness. We find a certain sense of
peace in the wild; a delicate balance
that deems adversity necessary, using
the challenge to grow and adapt. We
are able to restore this balance within
ourselves when we immerse ourselves
in the wilderness, mirroring its ways.
We access and implement restoration
through our senses, absorbing the
smells, sights and sounds of nature,
and the feel of sunlight and air upon
our skin.
The optimum sensory experience is to include all the elements,
immersing ourselves in an environment of earth, water, and air. An
outdoor venture upon water offers all
three, a prime space for connection.
This is where a safari upon water
holds its charm - in its invitation to
unwind, floating alongside islands
and national parks, its viewpoint of
the African landscape different to any
other. Here, upon the wild waters of
Lake Kariba, we are called to embrace change, and surrender to the
wilderness which surrounds us. The
Sovereign Houseboat on Lake Kariba is a perfect option to lose yourself
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in nature, consequently finding yourself within.
The lake is a life source for the wildlife of the area.
Matusadona National Park relies on its resources, an
area abundant in wildlife and vegetation. Being able to
get up close and personal with the animals is an honour,
the water accepted as a respectful barrier for such encounters. Sunrise and sunset game viewing gift intimate
experiences, witnessing nature’s wild ways. It is in this
quiet observation that we are fully present, mindful of
the wonders of the wilderness.
Magic onboard a cruise vessel
There is something magical about staying on a cruise

travelessencemag.com

vessel. One relinquishes control, handing over all responsibility to the captain and crew, conceding to ultimate
relaxation. There are no schedules, no transfers, no race
against the clock - and one of the best benefits - no other
people! The surroundings waters, from island to horizon
- are solely your own.
Moving through the vast waters of Lake Kariba is akin
to being on the ocean. Seemingly endless blue is fringed
in the distance by a hazy treeline, perhaps marking your
overnight destination. It is irrelevant, as you are captivated by the passing views, lost in a book, dreaming in a
siesta, or soaking up the sun by the pool as the captain
directs the vessel. You are transported across the lake
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To learn more about the Sovereign, or
other Hideaways experiences, contact:
Email: info@hideawaysafrica.com
Web: www.hideawaysafrica.com
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from bay to bay, experiencing the various islands and ecosystems. With the wide variety of
species, each voyage is unique and guaranteed
to provide a visual feast, whether it be of birds,
mammals, crocodiles or simply the scenery
which all complete the magic of Matusadona.
Mornings upon the lake are crisp and quiet.
Rising with the sun and riverine birdlife,
accompanied by the iconic sound of the
hippopotamus; coffee calls. An option for a
sunrise boat cruise upon the smaller tender
boats or a fishing venture is offered along with
tea and rusks. Dawn is an active time along
the riverbank, animals waking with the day,
moving along its shores before the African heat
descends. This is especially good for birdlife,
various species seeking breakfast in the muddy
waters upon the shore, or, as the kingfisher,
perched on a branch focused on the still waters
of morning.
For the vehement fisherman, the lake calls
morning and evening. Trips out on the tender
boat have you tied to tree stumps, the lure of
possibility keeping you transfixed. Whatever
is caught is prepared for a meal on board by
the chef, an extra incentive to fill the keepnet.
Those who prefer to observe, daydream and
game view, sunset calls for a cruise along the
shoreline. Silently floating up to animals as
they quench their thirst, allowing us to quietly
witness, an intimate perspective into nature.
Being on and surrounded by water has
tremendous healing qualities for the mind,
body, and soul. We feel it holding us afloat,
its constant movement and flow cleanses and
transforms; a rejuvenating and supportive energy. Water is fluid, moving around obstacles
as well as nourishing life in its natural motion.
It travels through countries, beginning as a
stream, growing into rivers, forming lakes, and
joining the sea. This is the story of the mighty
Zambezi, the iconic river which feeds Lake
Kariba, its motion and movement giving it life.
Remaining motionless would result in stagnation; a powerful lesson alone for us to learn.
Time on the Sovereign Houseboat moves
at its own pace. It seems to slow down, days
stretching across the reflection of the water, rising with the heat, and carried by the
sounds of the fish eagle. Surrendering to the
wilderness that surrounds us - we are changed
- being allowed a small glimpse into its timeless
ways, charmed by its magic.
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The Migration In Botswana With

Belmond Safaris Luxury Lodges
Each year in November migratory birds start flying back to Southern Africa to
escape the cold winter in the Northern Hemisphere. Belmond Safaris’ camps
in Northern Botswana – Eagle Island Lodge, Khwai River Lodge and Savute
Elephant Lodge - offer some of the best locations in which to spot them.

A

mongst the more exotic birds flying
back are the Eurasian Steppe Eagle, the
Lesser Spotted Eagle, the European Bee
Eater, the European White Stork and
the Woolly Neck Storks. The spring and summer
afternoon thundershowers in Botswana perk up the
dry barren bush and savannah, and bring a gazillion
bugs and insects to life. Birds thrive on this bugfilled smorgasbord. Also at this time of the year,
thousands of juicy winged termites swarm out of
underground nests with just one objective in mind:
to find a mate, build a nest, and eventually establish
a new colony – aptly known as the “wedding flight”.
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And what a feast they provide for birds arriving in
Southern Africa from all over the world.
In Savute the natural pans area fill up with rain
water and attract a great variety of storks – many
fowler’s favourite birds. Storks don’t just feast on
the termites but also take full advantage of the frogs
that come out to eat the termites. Eagles also enjoy
termite titbits both here and in the Khwai River
conservancy.
BEYOND THE BIRDLIFE
But it is not only feathered animals which migrate
to Northern Botswana at this time of the year. A
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less well-known fact is that around December, the second
biggest migration of zebra in the world occurs from the
Linyanti through Savute and on to the Mababe Depression where they spend their time during the wet season.
This spectacular migration is becoming a much sought
after attraction.
The dazzling zebra herds don’t just pass through, they
actually remain in the Savute area for several weeks,
giving birth to their young and feeding on the sweet new
grasses, before moving further on south to Mababe. These
same zebra herds reappear in Savute again around March
and April as they make their way back to their dry season
range along the Chobe and Linyanti Rivers.
Pursuing the more than 25,000 zebra are predators
and scavengers who naturally take advantage of the sheer
numbers of zebras and their weak and wobbly young.
They provide a fine feast for hungry hunters, and a feast
for the eyes of Orient-Express Safaris’ guests.
Curious travellers are encouraged to take advantage of
Belmond Safaris’ special offers which showcase these natural wonders of Botswana, offers of which can be found
on www.belmond.com. Worth noting is that passionate
bird watchers at Belmond Safaris camps will be able to
scrutinise these fascinating birds - as well as the animal
migration - from an even closer perspective with our high
quality Zeiss binoculars.
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THE
WANDERLUST
WITHIN
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Say “I Love You”
In Paradise:
The Dream Renewal of
Vows at STORY Seychelles
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THE WANDERLUST WITHIN • STORY SEYCHELLES

The Seychelles group of islands
is a treasure in the Indian Ocean.
It is possibly the most romantic
archipelago in the world, the perfect
paradise location for a dream renewal
of vows ceremony. With powder
white sandy beaches, crystalline
clear turquoise waters, lush flora,
and gently swaying coconut trees, all
teamed with a warm tropical climate
all year round, this destination makes
for an ideal backdrop to restate your
love to your special person in life.

K

ick off your shoes and enjoy a truly romantic day on the pristine beauty of Beau
Vallon beach. You, your friends, and family will never forget this experience, with
something truly once in a lifetime to look
back upon. With Seychelles’ perfect climate, you are almost guaranteed a spectacular sunny day and warm cool
breeze. If you wish to have an evening ceremony as the
sunsets and the blue skies turn from a warm red to pink
to a rich dark blue as stars fill the sky, you and your guests
can also gaze up in the wonder of the universe in some of
the clearest night skies in the world. Vow renewal ceremonies in the Seychelles are truly something to behold.

The Dream Renewal of Vows Ceremony.

As its name suggests, STORY Seychelles Resort is about
creating memories or life ‘stories’ for its guests, that they
will remember forever, experiences not only to relish, but
also to participate in and share during their stay. This
intimate, tropical resort retreat is the perfect location for
couples to reproclaim their love for one another. From its
secluded beachfront villas and suites to under-the-stars
dining and luxury leisure activities designed to be enjoyed
side-by-side or with your guests as a group, Couples can
choose to say ‘I do’ again along a stunning beach front,
or in a lush tropical garden gazebo, or in a multitude of
private secluded spots dotted around the resort.
The resort’s weddings team specialize in adapting and
creating dream ceremonies regardless of budget - from
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eclectic and creative table designs,
gorgeous, tiered wedding cakes, and
bespoke menus – to amazing island
entertainment, bamboo ceremony
arches, and a civil ceremony officer –
there’s no dream we can’t make into
a reality. STORY Seychelles Resort
offers several packages that can be
tailored to ensure that each and every
ceremony is both perfect & personal.

The Hotel.

Located on spectacular Beau Vallon
beach, an icon of tropical delight, this
STORY Seychelles Resort flagship,
with its contemporary, chic ambiance,
features 100 rooms comprising villas
and suites, a reputed spa and no less
travelessencemag.com
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than seven different dining venues with 4
featured in the top 10 best dining experiences
in the Seychelles according to TripAdvisor.
A rare refuge from the hustle and bustle of
modern living, this exceptional resort provides
its clients with the opportunity to savor an
intoxicatingly fresh approach to tropical living,
complete with all modern comforts, immersed
in a realm of chic décor, sumptuous food &
beverages, spacious luxury and the painstaking
attention to detail and service which are the
hallmark of the STORY Hotels & Resorts
brand.
An unparalleled collection of well-appointed and exquisitely furnished accommodations, together with additional relaxation and
recreational spaces complement perfectly the
ubiquitous and gently pulsating Seychelles
vibe, while remaining entirely in step with
their lush Seychellois surroundings.
The launch of the STORY Hotels & Resorts
brand in Seychelles promises to usher in a new
age of the Intrepid Discoverer - but not this
time, as in the past, in search of new continents and their riches; now, rather, seeking
a deliciously eclectic mix of new sensations,
impressions and experiences that are genuinely lasting and potentially life-changing.

A STORY that Sparks Inspiration.
For more information or to make a
reservation, please visit
https://story-seychelles.com/weddingsand-events
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Are you looking for more
visibility for your travel,
hospitality, leisure and lifestyle
brand to residents and travellers
in the UAE and GCC markets?

ADVERTISE WITH US! PACKAGES STARTING
FROM AS LOW AS US $50.
Contact us on info@travelessencemag.com to
find out more !
travelessencemag.com
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A CALL

FOR Contributors
ARE YOU A HOTEL, TOUR OR WILDERNESS
CAMP OPERATOR OFFERING DISTINCTIVE
EXPERIENCES YOU WANT PROSPECTIVE
GUESTS TO KNOW MORE ABOUT?

Register your interest in
becoming a contributor or
send your proposed content
(press release, feature article,
listing guides or reviews) to
info@travelessencemag.com.

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR MORE COVERAGE
OF YOUR TRAVEL, HOSPITALITY, LEISURE
AND LIFESTYLE BRAND AND OPERATION
TO EXPAT TRAVELLERS IN THE UAE?

All content should be
accompanied by relevant
hi-resolution images or
video content, facts sheets
and a bio for personality
profile pieces.

ARE YOU A TRAVEL BLOGGER OR
CONTENT CREATOR LOOKING TO
SHARE YOUR STORY WITH THE WORLD
THROUGH AN ENGAGING TRAVEL AND
LIFESTYLE FOCUSED PLATFORM?

@Travelessencemagazine |
@TravelEssenceMag |

@TravelEssenceM

Travel Essence Magazine

A MEMBER OF OUR
EDITORIAL TEAM WILL BE
IN TOUCH WITH YOU.

@Travelessencemagazine |
@TravelEssenceMag |

@TravelEssenceM1
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